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In House Events:

● Aryabhatta Club

● Mathematics Buzz Week, December 20,
2021- December 24, 2021

● Wishful Christmas

Classes: I III-

Session 2021-22

December -2021
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Mathematics nurtures our power of reasoning, creative and critical thinking and problem-solving
ability It is not just about numbers or equations; it is about understanding. We, at DPS, GBN,.
believe in integrating academics with fun filled activities which helps the students to stay interested
and enjoy learning concepts. Keeping the same ethos in mind, DPS, GBN organized ' Aryabhatta
Club', under the flagship of Work Education (WE) Activities in the month of December for the
students of Classes I-III. Students were apprised about various great mathematicians of India. In
the first activity, the students made a model of an Abacus using a box and made paper rings to be
used as beads for depicting numbers. They enjoyed learning about Abacus through some
amazing facts and practicing calculation on it. In another activity, students enjoyed learning about
the human brain. They learnt the importance of brain exercises and also learnt various methods of
doing these exercises. They solved various riddles and played different memory games like Spot
the Difference. A fun, art integrated activity in which they made beautiful and interesting drawings
using various shapes was a great success. Students proudly used their handmade dice to play
games. These integrated activities not only were entertaining and interesting, it helped develop
their visual recognition too. Children enjoyed all the activities with great zeal and enthusiasm.

“Without mathematics, there's nothing you can do. Everything around you is
mathematics. Everything around you is numbers.” - Shakuntala Devi

Aryabhatta Club
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Mathematics Buzz Week

Mathematics is a very significant part of our lives, without which the world cannot function.
Every sphere of our lives and each profession needs Mathematics in their day-to-day life.
Math encourages logical reasoning, critical and creative thinking, and helps develop
concentration, focus and speed. The essence of Mathematics is not to make simple things
complicated, but to make complicated things simple. To lay a powerful foundation and
create an interest in Mathematics, the School organized Mathematics Buzz Week from
Monday, December 20 - Friday, December 24, 2021 for the students of Classes I-III. A
plethora of activities like Fun with Shapes, Crafty Maths, Roll and Solve and Mental
Arithmetic were planned for the students. Students enjoyed many integrated, fun activities
which kept them engaged and captivated throughout the week. From revising different 2D
and 3D shapes through art, revising tables in a splendid and exciting way, solving a quiz and
playing games with a handmade dice, students experienced all during the week. Each
activity brought out the creativity of the students and were enjoyed by all. Indeed,
Mathematics cultivates our power to solve problems and helps develop creativity, critical
thinking and analytical thinking. Mathematics Buzz Week turned out to be a huge success
as the students enjoyed all the activities and participated with great zeal and zest.

“Mathematics is the most beautiful and most powerful creation of human spirit.”
- Stefan Banach
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Wishful Christmas

Christmas is a festival of joy and sharing. It is a festival that brings happiness and bliss in
our lives. This year, the students of Grade 3 proudly put forth their Annual Class
Presentation on the theme 'Christmas'. Giving it a name, 'Wishful Christmas', our little
actors made it into an exciting movie. The students beautifully presented a lovely thought
in which they explained how technology has over powered and dominated our lives,
portraying it to be mundane. This light hearted presentation touched upon a futuristic view
of our robotic life. It was a reminder for all of us that Christmas is a time to be happy, a time
to give and share with others and to spread the message of love and cheer. It was a perfect
blend of excellent theatrics with wonderful performances by our choir and footinterweaved
tapping dances. The brilliant performances kindled the festive cheer, spreading a feeling of
peace and harmony all around. The remarkable performances of our young performers
kept our audience enthralled and brought a smile to each one of us. The spirit of the festival
was beautifully portrayed through a lovely narrative of the Christmas Teachings, creating
an aura of festivity and joy.

“Christmas isn't a season, it's a feeling.” -  Edna Ferber
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